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SoleraTec’s Phoenix RSM Video Surveillance
Management Software Now Certified On HP StoreEver
LTO Libraries
HP’s disk and LTO tape storage products deliver an efficient
multi-tiered video storage solution.
San Diego, CA – September 16, 2015 – SoleraTec LLC, provider of innovative video
lifecycle management and storage products, has certified PHOENIX RSM video
surveillance management software on the HP family of StoreEver LTO data tape storage
libraries. These models include the HP StoreEver ESL G3 library, the HP StoreEver MSL
G3 Family of libraries, and the HP StoreEver MSL6480 tape library each with LTO-5
and LTO-6 drives.
Working with the HP StoreEver LTO library certification team, SoleraTec has been able
to install, configure, and thoroughly test the PHOENIX RSM software on the previously
mentioned HP StoreEver LTO libraries with excellent results.
The HP server, disk, and LTO tape storage solution is a compelling hardware platform
for the video surveillance market capable of significant operational expenses savings,
energy savings, and affordable storage of online, near-line, and offline video surveillance
feeds. HP –powered by the Phoenix RSM surveillance management software– can now
offer a new level of video retention and archive management.
Together, the Phoenix RSM and HP StoreEver product family delivers a robust solution
to organizations that need greater storage, overarching management, and longer retention
of their video surveillance. The product combination enhances the capability to quickly
search and playback video feeds regardless of when the video was recorded or where it is
stored. The complete video retention solution offers users an unparalleled ability to
capture and store vast amounts of video surveillance footage for search, playback, and
export.
Add in the increased adaptation of body worn cameras and the amount of video feeds and
the associated retention periods of those cameras, and the storage required, become
extremely large, extremely fast.
Along with the industry’s widest support for over 325 IP-cameras manufacturers, the
Phoenix RSM and HP storage products can record the motion detection levels from
supported cameras and deliver far more relevant search and play back capabilities.

"Having the right tool for the right job that scales as your business grows is critical in
today's competitive climate. HP’s family of StoreEver LTO storage libraries provide the
right mix of scalability and affordability," stated Mark Armstrong, CEO of SoleraTec.
"With the ability to simply install additional HP StoreEver LTO libraries to extend the
retention and archiving periods, the ease of use and overall management of this HPoriented solution is clearly first-class."
Organizations that need a cost-effective integrated and professional video surveillance
solution can look to SoleraTec’s PHOENIX RSM, integrated with HP’s server and
storage product line. When businesses need to capture evidentiary quality video around
the clock, this reliable and comprehensive video surveillance solution provides affordable
real-time video monitoring and simultaneous recording for a larger number of
surveillance cameras.
“With advances in video surveillance camera technology and companies’ recognition of
the overall value of recorded video, retention periods have skyrocketed in recent years,”
said Chris Powers, Vice President Data Center Development, HP Storage. “The HP and
SoleraTec solution delivers a robust multi-tiered storage approach which provides HP
customers with a scalable, flexible, end-to-end solution that does not become cost
prohibitive as video retention requirements increase.”
Correctional facilities, airports, hospitals, and critical infrastructure facilities are just
some of the organizations that rely upon always-on video surveillance infrastructure.
With SoleraTec’s PHOENIX RSM on HP server and storage equipment, operators can
have the peace of mind that their systems are always on guard.

About SoleraTec
SoleraTec is a leading developer of archive, storage, and video lifecycle management
products. SoleraTec leverages a heritage of more than 15 years to deliver quality,
innovation, and technological advancement that have established the company as one of
the premier data protection solution providers in the industry. SoleraTec works through
OEMs, dealers, and system integrators to deliver complete video asset protection
solutions. The company was established in 1997 by a team of industry veterans with
experience deploying data protection, HSM, and storage lifecycle management solutions
to some of the largest companies around the world. For more information, please visit
www.SoleraTec.com.
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